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Inquiry #5-1139 d.d. February 1, 2011: (Inquiry in Dutch)

At one point in time there was a gold equivalent for the money supply that a government created. 
Since the introduction of the euro this seems to be less the case. However, Belgium possesses a 
substantial gold reserve. The size and the purposes thereof are not that clear. There is a euro zone in 
which and from which the available money circulates, without a national-held equivalent in gold 
reserves.

Concerning this I have the following questions.

1) What's the size of the Belgian gold reserves? How did the value of it evolve since 2001 until 
present day? Were there gold bars sold or purchased during the last ten years? Who manages the 
gold reserves of the Belgian government or governments and who monitors, audits, those reserves? 
Is the Court of Accounts involved in this? How often do external audits of our gold reserves occur? 
Where are the gold reserves of Belgium being held? What is the annual cost of bailment and 
management of the gold reserves since 2001? What is the return on the gold reserves for the 
Belgian government since 2001? Do the regions and communities possess a part of the gold 
reserves?

2) What current purpose do the national gold reserves serve and what do they factually mean? Is 
there a certain ratio in relation to available funds or the euro in our country? Is the euro still backed 
by gold?

3) Upon introduction of the euro, was Belgium required to transfer a certain amount of gold to the 
European Central Bank (ECB)? Does the ECB own an equivalent in gold for the euro?



Reply received on February 21, 2011:

1) In accordance with article 9bis of the law of February 22, 1998, in relation to the organic statute 
of the National Bank of Belgium (NBB) (hereafter called the "organic law"), the official external 
reserves of the Belgian State, including the gold reserves, are managed and overseen by the 
National Bank. Since, in accordance with the central banks treaty principle of independence, every 
decision concerning this management occurs under the exclusive authority of the Directors 
Committee of the NBB there are no external audits being conducted.

The management of the gold reserves is free of charges. The expenses arising from the physical 
storage of gold are negligible.

On December 31, 2000, the gold reserves amounted to 258,106 kilograms with a market value of  
2,431,485,000 euro. On December 3, 2009, the reserves amounted to  227,515 kilograms with a 
market value of 5,605,644,000 euro.

During the last ten years there was no gold purchased. In the period 2001-2009, 586.8 kilograms of 
gold have been sold at market value at the Royal Mint of Belgium for issuing collectors and 
commemorative coins. The resulting profits thereof were transferred to the State. Between 2001 and 
2009 this amounted to 6.6 million euro. In 2005 the gold reserves decreased 30 tons as a result of an 
arbitration against foreign exchange. The 298.9 million euro supplementary revenue that was 
created, was, in accordance with article 30 of the organic law of the NBB, transferred to the 
liabilities account of the National Bank. The net revenue of the liabilities account is assigned 
annually to the State. From 2001 to 2009 this amounted to 56.3 million euro. For 2010 there are no 
results available yet.

The regions and communities do not possess any part of the gold reserves.

2) There's no by law determined ratio or amount of gold to be held as an equivalent for banknotes in 
circulation. However, as the gold reserves, along with foreign exchange reserves, are important 
assets of the central bank, so are banknotes in circulation important liabilities. The gold reserves, 
along with foreign exchange reserves, are part of the official external reserves of the Belgian State. 
The presence of gold in the official external reserves leads to diversification, specifically in relation 
to the correlation between gold prices and the US dollar currency. So, the gold reserves fulfil a 
current purpose within the external reserves managed by the National Bank, earmarked for central 
banking activities including the implementation of the monetary policy and the issuing of 
banknotes.

3) Upon the initiation of the third phase of the Economic and Monetary Union the National Bank, 
like the other participating central banks, has transferred external reserve components, including 
gold, to the ECB. The transferred reserves of 1999 are managed by the National Bank, at the 
account of the ECB.

The by the national central banks total transferred gold reserves to the ECB amounted to 501.5 tons 
as of December 31, 2009, of which 27.1 tons came from the NBB. As it is the case for the NBB, the 
gold reserves of the ECB are an important part of its assets and the euro banknotes are important 
liabilities.


